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Abstract

We propose a method of video stabilization for a video time lapse of stars by utilizing a

contextual shape descriptor to match corresponding stars on different frames. The

descriptor is based from Belongie, Malik, and Puzicha [4] using log-polar bins to mask onto

an image. Contextual landmark tracking is not well used in video stabilization because of

it’s inefficiency and computational expense. By incorporating rotational invariance,

contextual landmark tracking can possibly be proved to be worth the expense for some

examples and extend applicability. While landmark tracking is not commonly used, it can

be proved useful if purely local information is insufficient. Our challenges with the data

were due to points disappearing and reappearing in different frames, rotating off the frame,

and also that each point looked alike. In terms of our rotationally invariant descriptor, we

looked into Bhonsle and Klinsman [2] for their uses of the Fast Fourier Transform. Our

rotationally invariant descriptor takes an initial frame and identifies the same point in

another frame whose points are completely rotated from the original. When we make that

match, it will prove that our solution is effective.
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Introduction

Our primary source of data for our rotationally invariant descriptor is a time lapse

video of the North Star, Polaris [1], which is a video stabilization problem. One method we

explored was corner detect which looked at the ”corners” of each star which were multiple

pixels. The inefficiency of this method prompted us to use our own algorithm to

pre-process the information and also align faster. We utilized an aligning frames algorithm

which took a certain amount of stars in each frame and matched the point correspondences

in the next frame. The advantages of using our aligning frames algorithm was that it was

excellent for efficiently aligning frames that were near one another. The aligning frames

algorithm had little trouble matching the points given, producing a stable video that

appeared as a still image. The disadvantages of using the aligning frames algorithm

occurred in the cases we tested it on an earlier frame and then another frame much later

after. The aligning frames algorithm could not find accurate point matches and computed

the information much more slowly. We solved the problem of rotational invariance

concerning video stabilization by utilizing the Fast Fourier Transform on singular rows of

the intensity histogram. The drawback we experienced with our rotationally invariant

descriptor was that depending on the frame and the amount of points, the threshold and

other specifications had to be fixed to pick up an appropriate amount of data for

comparison. The rotationally invariant descriptor was able to match frames spaced widely

apart but worked best with a high level of angular bins. The intensity histogram rows

displayed the number of points in a particular set of radial bins. By using Fast Fourier

Transform, we find that the Fourier coefficients are independent of periodic shifts

concerning the radial bins. Our steps begin with the log-polar bins and frame alignment

stages before advancing to our algorithms for pre-processing the data, and finally our

rotationally invariant descriptor. The format of the rest of the paper is as follows:

background on the log-polar bins and context histograms which allowed us to compare

frames, frame alignment details with exactly how we pre-processed the stars to cut down
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on computing time and find better point correspondences, specifications about our

rotationally invariant descriptor using the Fast Fourier Transform, which is a mathematical

representation of continuous wavelengths, and finally, future work we expect to do.

Background for Log-Polar Bins

Based on the findings of Malik, Belongie, and Puzicha [4], we utilized log-polar

histograms to describe the distribution of points relative to a specific reference point. In

doing so, certain points will fall into certain bins and can be portrayed with a matrix with

angular rows and log columns. This descriptor specifically takes in a reference point, a set

of points from the frame, the number of angular bins, the number of log bins, and a

maximum radius this mask can be. This contextual information is now represented with a

three-dimensional histogram displaying intensities. Each block in the histogram represents

how many points are in that bin. At the top of the histogram are the bins that are closest

to the set reference point and each consecutive row below is another ring of bins away from

the reference point. Ultimately, we will choose different reference points and match the

most similar histograms. These histograms are one of the chief components in our solution

of rotational invariance for comparison between frames. The green points indicate the

pre-processed stars that were found in that particular frame using our star intensity finder.

(a) A frame with bins (b) Histogram of points
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Frame Alignment by Context Histogram

To align the frames, we need to be able to consistently find stars that match from

frame to frame. To reduce the number of points picked up, the frame alignment algorithm

incorporates our star intensity function. One can observe in the original video that some

stars fade in and out in various frames. To minimize this inconsistency for frame

alignment, we delete all intensity values below a given threshold and list the remaining

points that are not black. We then find the centroids of the remaining clusters of intensity

using the k-means function and map those coordinates as the position of stars for that

frame. By choosing only the centroid, we reduced the error of our algorithm picking up

corners of stars since each star is a combination of pixels. When we used a corner detecting

descriptor, the algorithm would match a corner of each bright star from one frame to the

incorrect corner of a star in another frame causing blurred images. Computing the centroid

ensured that only the center of the cluster of points that made up a start would be

matched. We wanted to pick an intensity that would be high enough find the brightest

points, which would ideally be the ones less likely to fade, while low enough that we would

not lose too much data. Our data also varied frame by frame: Frame 1 could have more

centroids clearing the threshold while our comparison frame, Frame 100, could potentially

map less centroids in that threshold. In order to consistently find enough points for

comparison between frames, our function also lowered the threshold adaptively in the case

that the consecutive frame produced less stars.

Once we have found the points, we compute the cost of the histograms between one

frame and the consecutive frame. We treat the histograms with the least cost between

them as matches. Once these matches are found, we compute the transformation matrix

and apply it to align the frames.

The alignment of frames algorithm reads in a set of frames, returning the set of aligned
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frames. To align the frames, the algorithm multiplies the transformation matrices of each

given frame and interpolates each frame with its neighbor. Frame 2 would interpolate upon

Frame 1, Frame 3 upon Frame 2, so on and so forth. Figure one is a control for our

alignment algorithm. It demonstrates that if the frames are unaligned, and then averaged,

the stars appear blurred because they map to a different point in each image.

Figure 1: Frame 1 to frame 100 unaligned and averaged onto one image

Figure two demonstrates the capabilities of the frame alignment algorithm because it

appears to be a still photo with minimal to no blurred stars. The frame alignment

algorithm is enhanced for these purposes with our approach to interpolation. Cumulative

alignment of frames multiplies the transformation matrices of all the indicated frames and

interpolates once at the end, which minimizes the averaging of the intensities for each star,

resulting in a more clear image. This also cut down on the computational time because the

interpolation happens only once whereas in the original algorithm, interpolation occurred

during every frame. The clarity is reinforced by our average frames function which takes all

the frames and maps them onto one singular image.
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Figure 2: Frame 1 to frame 100 aligned and averaged onto one image.

The alignment of frames algorithm also returns point correspondence information, the

point correspondence data allows us to connect lines between the closest found matches

which is shown in Figure three. As shown in Figure three, the point correspondence

algorithm uses a beginning frame with a frame near the end and attempts to align it. One

can then observe the matching of points by displaying lines that match to the star that

most closely matches itself. A line with only one circle on the end indicates that the end of

the line will take the form of a star. A line with two connected stars indicates that one of

the two stars will disappear. The numerous lines and the length of said lines indicates that

between the beginning frame and final frame, there are many changes. Therefore the

aligning frames algorithm has shortcomings when it comes to frames that are spaced apart.

Cumulative alignment of frames can be processed into video form again and shows

little to no movement. Cumulatively aligning the frames provided sufficient rotational

invariance if the frames were consecutive or near one another. This descriptor was not as

useful in the case of aligning a frame near the beginning and another from the end. The

point correspondence information demonstrated that many stars were not aligning with the
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other given frame and motivated our rotationally invariant descriptor.

Figure 3: Frame 1 and Frame 1000 alignment and trouble shooting

Rotational Invariance

The Discrete Fourier Transform can be interpreted as a change of basis in discrete

setting. The coefficients are related to the frequency content of the signal as defined by (1).

The magnitude is unchanged by periodic shifts, which is useful because the rotation of

points is a periodic shift of the rows in the histogram. This algorithm is a better alternative

than using the normal aligning frames algorithm because the is designed to neutralize the

periodic shifts that one can witness in the context histogram. Whereas the normal aligning

frames algorithm would not be able to recognize the point correspondences between

rotated frames, our rotationally invariant aligning frames algorithm is able to match the

frames with the same given information. Below is the Discrete Fourier Transform which

returns the exact same result as the Fast Fourier Transform. The Fast Fourier Transform

can perform it’s functions in O(N log2)N time which is faster than the Discrete Fourier

Transform which computes in O(N2) time. For our purposes, we do choose to use the Fast

Fourier Transform for computational efficiency. For our example below, we will use the
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Discrete Fourier Transform and provided is a source for the Fast Fourier Transform [3].

Xk =
N−1∑
n=0

e(−2πikn)/Nxn, k = 0, 1, ..., N − 1 (1)

A shift of s in the Discrete Fourier Transform equation produces the Fourier coefficient

Xk multiplied by a complex number. This complex number can be then taken an absolute

value of and reduced to one. This demonstrates how the Fourier coefficient is independent

of periodic shifts.

Xke
(−2πisk)/N =

N−1∑
n=0

e(−2πikn)/Nxn−s, k = 0, 1, ..., N − 1 (2)

|e−2πisk/N | = 1 so, |Xke
−2πisk/N | = |Xk| (3)

One may notice that the each histogram in the top row appears to have adopted a

shift, in which some of the boxes have reappeared on the other side. Frame 1 and the

artificially rotated Frame 1 are clearly different in histogram make up. With our rotational

invariance descriptor applied to these two frames, the histograms appear very similar in

comparison. Below, we demonstrate the effect of our rotationally invariant descriptor.

With the Fast Fourier Transform applied directly to it, our context histograms display a

very close match. Although there are some dissimilarities in the middle of the bottom most

row, we must account for the fact that in Frame 1001, there are markedly less stars of the

threshold intensity in comparison to Frame 1 where there are many more. In Frame 1001,

our star test function lowers the intensity threshold slightly to find at least as many stars

in Frame 1. In doing so, some of the stars that are found are going to be in different bins

than the stars from Frame 1. With that in mind, the histograms demonstrate great

similarity despite the difference.
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(a) Histogram of frame 1 (b) Histogram of rotated frame 1
rotated 90 degrees

(c) Histogram of frame 1001

(d) Rotationally invariant his-
togram of frame 1

(e) Rotationally invariant his-
togram of frame 1 rotated 90
degrees

(f) Rotationally invariant his-
togram of frame 1001

Future Work

In the future, we plan to involve illumination invariance to combat videos with varying

degrees of lighting from frame to frame in addition with the rotational invariance. We will

also continue to improve our star finding algorithim to account for boundary changes where

some frames lose their points because they rotate off screen. We also want to more strongly

enforce that point correspondences between frames are consistent with estimated

deformation. In doing so, our descriptor will be more robust to lighting changes and

rotational changes. Finally, we will compare to other methods to test if contextual

landmark tracking is worth the computational expense.
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